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News

Kisan rail with potato consignments

Dokasch Temperature Solutions
strengthens Asian Network
February 2022 Frankfurt Tokyo DoKaSch
Temperature Solutions achieved technical
approvals for its Opticooler active
containers with Japan Airlines JAL and All
Nippon Airways ANA Thus on all flights
operated by Japan s two largest airlines
forwarders can now use the fast available
and highly reliable temperature controlled
packaging solution In addition to a
dedicated Japanese subsidiary and a new
service station in Tokyo Narita the approval
of both Japanese major carriers further
strengthens DoKaSch Temperature
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February 2022 Launched on August 7 2020
Kisan Rail transported perishables such as fruits
vegetables meat and dairy products from places
of production or surplus to places of
consumption or scarcity
Till mid January this year Indian Railways have
operated 1 900 Kisan Rail services transporting
approximately 6 23 lakh tons of perishables
including fruits and vegetables says the Survey
Northeast Frontier Railway NFR started its first
seasonal Kisan rail from Jalpaiguri on Sunday
afternoon to Agartala with potato loads from
north Bengal which is scheduled to reach on
Tuesday morning
The production of potato this year in the
northern part of Bengal was huge but farmers
could not afford transportation to the
northeastern states Therefore they requested
the NFR to run a pair of Kisan trains with potato
consignments from north Bengal reports
timesofindia indiatimes com One of the next
Kisan trains will start from Jalpaiguri to Agartala
on February 6 13 and 27 at 2 pm and is
scheduled to reach Agartala at 3 am on the third
day another will start from Dhupguri on
February 4 11 18 and 25 at 5 pm and reach
Agartala at 4 am on the third day making
stoppages at New Coochbehar New Bongaigaon
and Guwahati stations
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Solutions network in the Asia Pacific region
Given the highest availability on the market
and resilience of the Opticooler packaging
solution customers have enhanced options
to operate safe and reliable supply chains for
temperature sensitive goods to and from
Asia
The technical approvals allow the Opticooler
to be used in the cargo holds of the two
airlines fleets Forwarders and
pharmaceutical manufacturers in Japan and
worldwide are thus benefiting from
increasing leasing options for temperature
controlled packaging solutions and can
utilize the well developed international
route networks of both carriers
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Event Report

Asia Fruit Logistics heads to Bangkok for its 2022
edition
ASIA FRUIT LOGISTICA is
moving to Bangkok for its
2022 edition from its
traditional location in Hong
Kong and takes place on 2-4
November 2022 at the
Queen Sirikit National
Convention Center (QSNCC).

T

he world-class exhibition
centre in Bangkok hosted
the first-ever edition of
ASIA FRUIT LOGISTICA
back in 2007. And the stateof-the-art facility has
recently undergone a
multimillion-dollar upgrade,
adding five times more
space as well as cuttingedge technology and
services. That makes
QSNCC the ideal venue as
Asia’s number one
international trade show for
fresh fruits and vegetables
celebrates its 15th
anniversary in 2022.

“Asia’s fresh fruit and vegetable
trade is desperate to meet in person
again, and hosting ASIA FRUIT
LOGISTICA in Bangkok this year
means we can put on a physical
trade show,” said David Axiotis,
executive director of ASIA FRUIT
LOGISTICA.

“The global fresh produce
business can meet again
face-to-face in Asia at ASIA
FRUIT LOGISTICA in
November 2022. This is a
unique opportunity to
reconnect, to re-engage
with the market, and to
develop new business with
new top-level contacts.

6 | ColdChainManagement April-June 2022

“ASIA FRUIT LOGISTICA
2022 is as always held
alongside ASIAFRUIT
CONGRESS, which is the
place to get the best
information on every aspect
of the fresh produce
business across Asia,”
Axiotis added.
Quarantine-free entry
Thailand resumed its Test
and Go programme for fully
vaccinated travellers on 1
February 2022. It means
international visitors can
attend ASIA FRUIT
LOGISTICA easily and
conveniently.
Under the current Test and
Go scheme, fully vaccinated
travellers can travel by air
from any country in the
world and are exempt from
quarantine: they must take
a Covid-19 test on arrival in
a government-approved
(SHA+) hotel on Day 1 [or
on their date of arrival].
Travellers are free to go if
they receive a negative

result and take an ATK selftest on Day 5 and report the
test result as instructed by
the Ministry of Public Health.
Chiruit Isarangkun Na
Ayuthaya, president of the
Thailand Convention and
Exhibition Bureau (TCEB),
said his organisation was
looking forward to
welcoming Asia’s premier
fresh fruit and vegetable
trade show to Bangkok.

“TCEB has a policy to support
MICE [business events] and
to propel the growth of
strategic industries such as
food and agriculture and
logistics, so ASIA FRUIT
LOGISTICA is a perfect
match with our policy.
“As a government agency,
TCEB is ready to partner in
making trade shows in
Thailand a platform for
successful connection
between local and overseas
businesses.

www.ColdChainManagement.org

Event Report

“ASIA FRUIT LOGISTICA
2022 can count on the
city’s first-class services
and support, and we’re
confident it will be a
highly productive and
enjoyable event for
participants.”
The event will be colocated with the flagship
Annapoorna Thailand is also a key hub
for South-East Asia’s fastgrowing fresh fruit and
vegetable business and
presents fresh
opportunities for visitors
and exhibitors, Axiotis
noted.
“It is a big job to bring
together 800 exhibitors

7 | ColdChainManagement April-June 2022

and 12,000 visitors from
all over the world as we
did for our last trade show
in 2019. That’s why it’s
especially important that
we hit the ground
running,” he said.
Global Produce Events
GmbH is well set up to do
that: we have our teams in
Shanghai and Bangkok,
our global network of
sales agents covering
more than 120 countries
and regions across the
world. “We’re looking
forward to welcoming our
exhibitors and visitors to
Bangkok and to putting on
a really great show for the
global fresh fruit and
vegetable business.”

www.ColdChainManagement.org

News

Named as ‘Safest Global Airline
Partner’ for Temperature
Sensitive Pharmaceuticals

Mitsubishi Electric bring Cooling
Expertise at year’s Data Centre
World London 2022

Feb 2022 Mitsubishi Electric will be showcasing
its product range designed exclusively for the
unique working environments of IT cooling
rooms where constant temperature and
humidity levels with wide variations are business
critical all year round On the stand the team will
also demonstrate how real time data
visualisation and smart insights can be used to
help proactively optimise power and cooling By
giving organisations a real time detailed look
into the operations of their data centres
Mitsubishi Electric s IT Cooling range can also
assist in reducing both the carbon footprint and
the cost of running data centres Automation
Systems Division ASD suppliers of data
visualisation energy management and a host of
other operational software to data centres will be
sharing the stand The company s ICONICS
software will be on display which supports
manufacturing companies building owners
facility managers and government organisations
to reduce the cost of design building
deployment and maintenance
Simon Prichard Product Strategy Manager said
Our expertise in the air conditioning sector has
enabled us to deliver increasingly energy efficient
and diverse solutions to the IT cooling market
and the smart insights we can provide are
helping to go further with both cost and energy
efficiency
.

Feb. 2022 | Emirates SkyCargo receives award for
pharma cool chain capabilities. The company has
been named as the ‘Safest Global Airline Partner’
for the year 2021 for the transportation of
temperature sensitive pharmaceutical shipments
by SkyCell, one of the leading global
manufacturers of specialised containers for the
transportation of sensitive pharmaceuticals by air.
The title was awarded to Emirates on the basis of
SkyCell’s global shipment data for pharmaceutical
cargo which ranked carriers on a number of
criteria including stability of transport
temperature conditions across a range of origins
and destinations. The award is an important
validation of Emirates SkyCargo’s extensive cool
chain infrastructure and capabilities dedicated for
the transportation of pharmaceuticals and the
carrier’s ability to maintain an unbroken cool
chain during the air transportation process.
Over the last five years, the air cargo carrier has
invested significantly in the development of
purpose-built, EU GDP certified infrastructure for
pharma transport at its hub and working closely
with its ground handling partners at major pharma
origins and destinations across the world to
ensure enhanced protection for temperature
sensitive pharmaceutical cargo. Emirates has also
invested in a dedicated fleet of over 50 Cool
Dollys for pharmaceutical cargo for temperature
protection on the ramp at Dubai. Emirates
SkyCargo is one of the world’s leading carriers for
the air transportation of pharmaceutical cargo,
flying on an average over 200 tonnes of pharma
every day on its aircraft.
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Global News

Air Canada inaugurates enhanced Cold
Chain handling facility at its Toronto
Pearson Cargo hub

Lineage Logistics acquires MTC
Logistics

March 2022
NOVI MI
and
BALTIMORE
MD Lineage Logistics the world s one of
the most innovative temperature controlled
industrial REIT and logistics solutions provider
announced that it has acquired MTC Logistics
MTC a leading cold chain provider with four
strategic locations on or near the ports of
Baltimore MD Wilmington DE and Mobile AL
Financial terms of the transactions were not
disclosed
Through the acquisition of these four facilities
Lineage will add nearly 38 million cubic feet of
capacity and over 113 000 pallet positions in the
United States These facilities will add to
Lineage s existing footprint of over 400
strategically located facilities totaling over 2
billion cubic feet of capacity across 19 countries
MTC Logistics strong presence at key ports
along the U S East and Gulf Coasts and focus
on best in class service and innovation will help
better connect our customers to the global
food supply chain said Greg Lehmkuhl
President and CEO of Lineage Logistics We
look forward to welcoming the MTC team into
the One Lineage family and leveraging their
expertise to fulfill our vision of becoming the
world s most dynamic temperature controlled
logistics company
MTC Logistics was a wholly owned subsidiary of
Hoffberger Holdings Inc HHI a diversified
privately held investment company of the
Hoffberger family of Baltimore MD
|
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March 2022 Air Canada announced the
inauguration of Air Canada Cargo s new cold
chain handling facility at its Toronto Pearson
International Airport cargo facility The 16 million
project was undertaken to expand and enhance
Air Canada Cargo s cold chain handling
capabilities for shipments such as
pharmaceuticals fresh food and other
perishables
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The upgraded facility will feature over 30 000
square feet of temperature controlled areas and
an expanded cooler to fully meet the
requirements of cold chain shipments such as
pharmaceuticals fresh food and other
perishables These enhancements are the first
step in a multi year investment plan for the
facility and are part of several planned
infrastructure investment projects for Air Canada
Cargo To contribute to Air Canada s long term
net zero emissions goal the renovations included
the installation of energy efficient equipment
such as temperature controllers that will
constantly monitor the conditions inside the
facility and only regulate the temperature as
needed resulting in reduced energy
consumption As well rapid roll up doors have
been installed to minimize the energy loss when
the cooler is accessed to store or retrieve goods
LED lighting has been installed throughout the
facility further reducing energy consumption
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Conversation

In conversation with Neil Johnson, Founder &
CEO, Provender Partners

Photo: Neil Johnson, Founder & CEO, Provender Partners

What are your best-known
solutions/products/services?
Provender Partners is a
vertically integrated real
estate company solely focused
on food, i.e. cold storage and
food manufacturing. We have
been in business for over 8
years and specialize in bringing
second generation buildings to
modern standards and / or
Build-to-Suit projects (new
builds) to market.
Which industry sectors are
your customers in, and which
ones are growing fastest?
One big differentiator for
Provender is that we touch all
facets of the food world, i.e.
cold storage operators,
manufacturers of all types
such as beverage, meat, fresh
fruit & vegetables, ranchers,
farmers, food banks, the list
goes on. We like to think that
this gives us a unique

perspective on the nation’s
food demand patterns and how
they impact one another.
Currently, we are seeing a
disproportionate number of
beverage companies launched
and / or expanding, this is
supported by job growth in that
sector.
What are the major trends and
developments affecting your
category and your customers,
and how are you responding?
Labor is increasingly becoming
an issue for food
manufacturers, and we spend a
lot of time understanding how
that might affect the particular
use we have targeted for a new
building acquisition. On the
cold storage front we are
befuddled by the amount of
speculative development taking
place and would never be a
player in that space.
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"The Cold Chain
sector has received
a lot of attention
from investors and
that is creating
opportunity for
advancement in the
space. For instance,
we have developed
a solution for future
food supply chain
disruptions in our
Break Bulk Freezer
Facility program
designed to combat
any type of future
disruption and
assist farmers &
food banks.."
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Conversation

"Provender Partners is a vertically integrated real estate company
solely focused on food, i.e. cold storage and food manufacturing. We
have been in business for over 8 years and specialize in bringing second
generation buildings to modern standards and / or Build-to-Suit
projects (new builds) to market..."
..”
What’s your strategy for
succeeding in the current
climate?
We continue to focus on the
manufacturing space and
believe that there is an
opportunity to become a large
provider of facilities for food
manufacturers nationally, we
are comfortable financing a
larger portion of the
infrastructure in these
buildings (because we
understand it) and this gives
us a competitive advantage.
Can you tell us about any of
recent customer contracts
and how you helped the
customer meet their
challenges?
We acquired a meat
processing plant in the greater
Chicago area and began a
large renovation which took
over a year, because we felt
comfortable “speccing” some
dollars on improving the basic
infrastructure of the building.
It offered the eventual tenant
speed to market that was
unavailable anywhere else in
the country.

12 | ColdChainManagement April-June 2022

What’s the latest news
from your company?
Building acquisitions in New
Hampshire, Iowa, Salt Lake
City in addition to curating a
land portfolio across the
country for our Build to Suit
activities.
Could you please share
your views on Cold Chain
sector for our readers?
Generally speaking I would
say that the cold chain
sector has received a lot of
attention from investors
and that is creating
opportunity for
advancement in the space.
For instance, we have
developed a solution for
future food supply chain
disruptions in our Break
Bulk Freezer Facility
program designed to
combat any type of future
disruption and assist
farmers & food banks.

www.ColdChainManagement.org

News

Kuehne Nagel expands
footprint in Africa
+

Glacio announces construction of
largest cold storage logistics
facility in Norway
Jan. 2022- Glacio has announced plans to construct
Norway’s largest public coldstore, at Åskollen,
Tønsberg.

Jan, 2022 | Logistics providers,
Kuehne+Nagel has significantly expanded its
network of offices in Africa. These offices
are managed and supported by a control
tower in Durban, South Africa – a single
point of customer contact responsible for a
compliant, high quality and easy-to-access
network across Africa. With this expansion,
Kuehne+Nagel provides its customers better
access to African markets and while offering
African manufacturers specialized and
industry-specific solutions to meet soaring
demand in markets such as pharma &
healthcare, perishables, emergency & relief
and project logistics. Sub-Saharan Africa
plays an increasingly significant role in
worldwide trade as it is home to more than
one billion people, half of whom will be
under the age of 25 by 2050. Kuehne+Nagel
has been actively present in Africa for
almost seven decades after opening its first
office in Johannesburg in 1954. The
company provides its customers with full
visibility across a strong and compliant
supply chain by combining the strengths of
a local presence with Kuehne+Nagel’s global
operating systems and processes. With this
expansion, Kuehne+Nagel will be
represented in 18 African countries: South
Africa, Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, Egypt,
Angola, Namibia, Madagascar, Zimbabwe,
Swaziland, Mozambique, Mauritius,
Botswana, Nigeria, Ghana, Ivory Coast,
Senegal and Rwanda. Until the end of the
first quarter 2022, Kuehne+Nagel plans to
increase its footprint with a second
expansion on the continent.
13 | ColdChainManagement April-June 2022

Planned in conjunction with Format Properties,
Glacio’s new facility is planned to be completed by
June 2023 and will feature a fully automated high-bay
warehouse and space for 55,000 pallets. Its location
has been selected due to its proximity to both the E18
and several large food production plants, meaning the
site will be well positioned to benefit the wider food
production industry across the region. In addition to
storage, the new Åskollen facility will offer transport,
freezing, thawing and various other relevant services
for Glacio’s network of regional customers.
The region itself is a large and important area for
food production and is very attractive in terms of
efficient transport options and proximity to Oslo.
Espen Karlsen, CEO and Co-Founder of Glacio, said:
“We see great opportunities in the market on the west
side of the Oslofjord. We have already received
significant orders for the new warehouse, including
Nortura Tønsberg. I believe that we can act as an
attractive logistics partner for the market if we can
offer storage of frozen, chilled and dry goods and
combine this with freezing, thawing, packing, picking
and transport.”
Glacio’s investment into the new site follows on from
its acquisition of shares in Göteborgs Frysehus earlier,
marking its first venture into the Swedish market.
About Glacio-Glacio is one of the preferred provider of
temperature-controlled storage and transport for food
producers, traders, and wholesalers in Norway and
western Sweden in Europe. The Glacio Group is part of
the Constellation Cold Logistics network and is owned
by Arcus Infrastructure Partners in Europe.
www.ColdChainManagement.org
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Ti Cold Partners with Compass Cold
to build new Cold Storage Facility

March 2022 MULBERRY ARKANSAS
USA Compass Cold a new cold storage
company has announced plans for the
construction of a 70 000 square foot
cold storage facility developed by Ti Cold
headquartered in Melbourne Florida
Located near Fort Smith in Mulberry
Arkansas and owned and operated by
Compass Cold the facility s cutting edge
design will feature the latest
refrigeration and freezing technology
available in the cold storage industry
The new facility will have the capacity to
support food wholesalers retailers and
food manufacturing customers in central
and northwest Arkansas Darren
Winstead and Doug Bowen the owners
of Compass Cold have been involved in
the transportation sector of Arkansas
and have deep relationships with food
processors manufacturers and
wholesalers across the country Known
throughout the Southeastern region of
the United States Doug s Produce is a
fast friendly and fully functional
professional trucking company that is
known for putting the happiness of their
drivers first
|
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Thermo King of Dallas and LOGINSA of
Guatemala win top dealership
performance awards
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Feb. 2022 | Thermo King has announced its topperforming 2021 dealerships at its annual Thermo
King Americas dealer principal meeting. Thermo King
of Dallas was recognized as the 2021 North America
Dealer of the Year, while Guatemala-based LOGINSA
was named the company’s 2021 Latin America Dealer
of the Year. The Dealers of the Year awards are the
highest annual awards presented by Thermo King to
its expansive dealer network, which includes 260
independent locations throughout North America,
Canada, and Latin America. Award selections are
based on several performances and leadership
criteria including business growth, brand
representation, and providing an exceptional
customer experience that delivers real solutions for
individual customer needs. “Latin America dealership
LOGINSA has demonstrated excellence in all areas of
our business and is a great collaborator and brand
ambassador,” said Karin De Bondt, president, Thermo
King Americas.
“Now in its 23rd year of business, the dealership is
committed to long-term success and exceeding
customer expectations.” “Thermo King of Dallas is a
prominent dealership in North America year-in and
year-out and has distinguished itself as a strong
leader within our dealer network. The dealership is an
early adopter of innovative services that improve
customer experience and one of the first to champion
our elite Blue Track service excellence program,” said
De Bondt. “They have also embraced sustainable
business practices and philanthropic opportunities
that make their community and the world a better
place.”
www.ColdChainManagement.org

News

NEWYEAR,NEWCHALLENGESWITH Top-Notch Cargo Facilities at New York’s
H&MBAYCELEBRATINGIT’S40TH
JFK International Airport
ANNIVERSARY

Feb 2022 This year H M Bay will
celebrate its 40th anniversary Although
the company is certainly proud of where
they started what excites them more is
where they are going and solving the
challenges they face Most notably since
the start of the pandemic the supply
chain industry has taken a hit It is not
just an issue that they face but affects
everyone in the industry and also
impacts every single consumer in
America
The past two years have been the most
challenging years we have ever had
After a lot of hard work we have found
ways to continue to serve their
customers said Walt Messick III Chief
Operating Officer of H M Bay
Moreover while they did have an online
presence it was not to the magnitude it
is today and they have since adapted to
a more online business environment
which included an updated website
digitized forms expanded cybersecurity
measures an elevated extranet offering
for their customers as well as an
adjustment to their traditional sales
approach
.
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Feb. 2022 |
Prime Fresh
Handling
opened the doors
at its new and
improved
operations base
at 101 West End
Ave., Inwood,
New York 11096 –
now within an
even faster and
easy drive to and
from JFK’s Air Cargo Center.

Here at one of the fastest growing and successful
station operations in the Prime Group system, PFH
provides all aspects of air and ground logistics and
handling for multiple types of cargo – with a heavy
focus on temperature-sensitive perishables such as
vaccines, fresh cut flowers and produce, and fresh
and frozen fish.
“The enhanced facility with added space, a loading
dock, and three additional overhead doors will
undoubtedly allow us to better serve our customers in
the New York/Tri-State area, as well as all across New
England and Northeastern Canada,” says General
Manager-East Coast Alex Paredes.
Prime Group has maintained a New York presence
since 2013, however, it launched an all-out
commercial push to expand of the perishables side
of the business in 2016 with the introduction of the
initial cooler at the original warehouse. The JFK
operation has growing exponentially, today serving
as a primary gateway in Prime Group’s global coldchain infrastructure.

,

,

,

The 15-member New York team now consists of six
office employees, three drivers, two full-time
warehouse helpers, and three additional part-time
helpers, and of course Alex.

.
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Sensitech launch a temperature
monitor for sealed packages

Feb. 2022 | Massachusetts-based Sensitech has
introduced a monitor that lets delivery drivers
monitor temperature without opening cargo
packages. The TempTale Ultra BLE is a
validated Bluetooth temperature monitor
capable of reading data without opening cargo
packages, providing delivery drivers and
receivers proof of condition at destinations.
This datalogger includes a mobile app for
touchless monitor control, clear evidence of
alarms and seamless synchronisation to the
system of record, speeding product release for
receivers and quality managers.
With thin dimensions, it is suitable for smaller
packages such as clinical trial kits and directto-patient, pharmacy and hospital shipments.
Seamless, one-tap data synchronisation to the
system of record means couriers and receivers
will avoid managing multiple cloud logins.
Secure reports can be shared from the app.
“The TempTale mobile app is an intuitive
conduit for life sciences’ stakeholders to easily
and quickly demonstrate proof of product
condition at delivery, assuring patient safety
and meeting regulatory compliance.”
The monitor provides a -30 to +70˚C
temperature range with six programmable
alarms.
16 | ColdChainManagement April-June 2022

CMA CGM launches its SMART reefer
container

CMA CGM has launched its SMART reefer
container, which is a connected container for
refrigerated goods. With SMART reefer container*,
you can track the position and status of your
refrigerated goods and ensure they travel in
optimal conditions. Supply chain management is
facilitated through an intuitive online interface
that is updated in real time. This enables you to be
more proactive at every step of the transport
process!
Their containers are equipped with state-of-the-art
Emerson technology, allowing you to:
Monitor the status and conditions of your
container in real time.
Receive key data such as location, temperature
and gas variations.
Set up notifications to detect possible
anomalies and quickly implement corrective
measures.
Since its launch in 2018, TRAXENS smart container
allows you to track your dry goods in real time.
Going forward, this value-added service is now
called SMART dry container and continues to rely
on the state-of-the-art technology provided by
TRAXENS.
You can always:
Track the position of your dry container both at
sea and on land.
Be alerted to the intensity of possible shocks,
the opening and closing of container doors and
the temperature variations outside.
www.ColdChainManagement.org
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Volvo VNR Electric for US markets

Jan, 2022 | North Carolina, USA: Volvo Trucks
introduced the Volvo Gold Contract in
conjunction with the initial launch of the Volvo
VNR Electric to provide peace of mind for new
electric truck owners. Funding and incentives are
an important part of the total cost of ownership
calculation for fleets deploying battery-electric
trucks, and Volvo Trucks helps customers
leverage funding programs across North
America. In addition, Volvo Financial Services
offers complete financing and insurance
solutions for the Volvo VNR Electric and charging
infrastructure. Volvo Trucks has certified dealers
in California and New York and is working with
numerous dealerships throughout North
America to finalize their certifications. Volvo
Trucks has also built a dedicated corporate
salesforce to support dealers and customers,
with electromobility district managers in place
across the country. “Volvo Trucks is continuing to
expand the capabilities of the VNR Electric to
make it more efficient, satisfy our customer
demands for expanded range, and provide a
better driving experience,” said Andy Brown,
Volvo Trucks’ product marketing manager for
electromobility.
Volvo Trucks first began taking customer orders
for its first Volvo VNR Electric model in
December 2020, with commercial production
starting in quarter two 2021 at the company’s
New River Valley manufacturing plant in Dublin,
Virginia.
17 | ColdChainManagement April-June 2022

AHR Expo’s successful return reignites
energy for all things HVACR

Feb. 2022 | The AHR Expo returned to Vegas
after a forced hiatus in 2021. After two years of
uncertainty and a longing to reunite the
industry, the event represented an eagerness
to return to business drawing 30,678
attendees. What’s more, the success of the
show signals a reignited energy for all things
HVACR and the community’s readiness to take
on the challenges and opportunities ahead
with renewed optimism. Energy to reignite
large-scale events “There have been some
heavy ups and downs across the industry in
recent years and, as a community, needed to
feel the inspiration that happens when they
gather together under one roof.
Attendees were eager to be back in the booths
experiencing new products and methods that
support their work in the field. It was evident
from every corner of the show floor that this
industry is bursting with prospects. Going to
AHR matters because you have to see what’s
going on out there. People had the
opportunity to see so much new. A total of
1,573 exhibitors spread out over 443,769 sq ft
in the Central and North halls, packing the
floor with an explosion of innovation and new
products. Given the time apart, there was
plenty to take in as exhibitors launched new
technology, products and ideas that came to
life since we last gathered in Orlando.
Back to business in a big way in the
Exhibitor’s Booths
Inside the exhibitor booths this year company
reps and attendees were busy catching up on
lost time. The challenges in the supply chain
and other COVID delays have opened the door
for new ways of thinking about partnerships.
Innovation sets the course
On Monday afternoon, the show celebrated
the 2022 Innovation Award Winners with a
private reception. Members from each winning
company were invited to share food and drink
and be among industry cohorts also being
recognized as leaders in shaping the future of
HVACR.
www.ColdChainManagement.org

Packaging Solutions

PACKAGING SOLUTIONS FOR
TRANSPORTATION OF PHARMACEUTICAL
PRODUCTS

A

ccording to WHO, 25% of the vaccines

which are definitely worth giving a read

found ineffective when reaches their

and follow before taking a decision in

final destination due to the uncontrolled

choosing the correct packaging for the

temperature. 30% of scrapped

transportation of the pharmaceutical

pharmaceuticals can be attributed to

product.

logistics issues alone. 20% of temp"SINCE THE VERY SUBJECT

sensitive products are damaged during

There are number of guidelines available

transport due to a broken cold chain.

which talks about the pre-requisites for
the correct selection and aspects to

OF PHARMACEUTICALS,
BIOLOGICAL PRODUCTS,

This means while in transit, the

check but on a more practical level, here

VACCINES REVOLVE

temperature deviates from the specified

are some indicators that can come in

AROUND SEVERAL

temperature range due to one or the

handy:

REGULATIONS, THERE ARE

other factor and amount to the wastage

SOME REGULATIONS

of the vaccine/Pharmaceutical product

1. Transit time: Normally some will

.WHICH ARE DEFINITELY

and therefore it is extremely important

consider the transit time as flight time or

WORTH GIVING A READ

that we choose the correct temperature

road time that the package spends while in

AND FOLLOW BEFORE

controlled packaging for the

transit but transit time really starts when

TAKING A DECISION IN

transportation of temperature

the packaging has been prepared at the

CHOOSING THE CORRECT

controlled pharmaceutical product.

origin and ends when it is unpacked at the
consignee’s location. Example: you

PACKAGING FOR THE
TRANSPORTATION OF THE

Since the very subject of

prepare the package at the shipper’s

PHARMACEUTICAL

pharmaceuticals, biological products,

location on day 1 and it takes 4-5 days to

PRODUCT..."

vaccines revolve around several

finally reach the destination, then the

regulations, there are some regulations

package that must be chosen should have
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the qualification time/autonomy of

4. Product size: Lets say that the box is

over 120 hours, for it to last that

qualified to store 100 vials in the box, in

transit time and not having the need to

case we are transporting only 5 vials in

replenish it.

the same box, it could be that the
bigger mass of thermal energy starts

2. Transit temperature: As for transit

working on the smaller mass of the

temperature, it is just not the

commodity and could lead to deviation

temperature of the transit(journey)

in the temperature. It could be vice

but it actually consist of four

versa too. So, among other things,

temperatures that we must check,

correct size of the package must be

temperature at the origin, where the

chosen for the quantity of the product.

shipment is being stored and packed,
second is the ambient temperature of

So practically these are some of the

-Preeti Saluja, Cold

all the transit points it will pass

factors that must be considered before

Chain Expert, Global

through. Third is the temperature of

choosing the correct packaging for

Leader, Speaker IATA

the aircraft if it is to be transported by

your shipment. Each Pharmaceutical

Trainer and Head-

air or the temperature of the vehicle if

company would want to qualify the

Pharma Transport

it is being transported via road/via sea.

packaging before they make a decision

Solutions at B Medical

Fourth is the temperature of the

to go with a particular packaging. They

Systems

destination. It is to ensure that the

call it Performance qualification(PQ).

temperature controlled packaging is

There are two ways that can be done-

able to endure the external ambient

Testing using environmental

other packaging

conditions of all the places it will

chambers

systems have always

transit through.

Actual route testing

been available in the

"While some or the

market but the
advancement of

3. Refrigerant volume: Refrigerant is
anything that helps maintain the

The first thing is to freeze on the

technologies we are

temperature in the packaging systems.

industry standard against which the

seeing now, was never

For 15-25C, 2 to 8C and -20 C, it could

qualification is needed to be done. It

seen before: courtesy

be done by PCMs and anything for

could be WHO PQS standard, ISTA

COVID-19. The

-80C, dry ice could be used, liquid

7D/7E standard or any other standard.

introduction of passive

nitrogen for below -196 C. Any

After the standard is shortlisted, the

systems with Phase

increase or decrease in the quantity of

decision is to be made whether a

Change Material of

any refrigerant can lead to

company has the expertise and

different temperatures

temperature deviations. Normally

resources to do it themselves or

have been the talk of

these packaging systems are tested to

outsource the activity to the external

the town in this space,

work as a system and qualified with the

certified lab.

with many new players
coming in the market

set quantity of refrigerant that is to be
used for optimum performance. Any

In order for the testing to be

now and introducing

deviation in that calls for the deviation

completed, you will need calibrated

their technologies.."

in the performance of the package.

environmental
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chambers, calibrated temperature
loggers and the expertise to execute
the testing. Normally a protocol is
prepared, testing is done and the
report is prepared after the
execution. This is called the
qualification report. Only after the
receipt of the valid qualification
report, the packaging must be used.
This is to satisfy the compliance
requirements and moreover to have
the peace of mind.
Current market scenario of the
temperature controlled packagingWhat is available- What you could
look for:
While some or the other packaging
systems have always been available
in the market but the advancement of
technologies we are seeing now, was
never seen before: courtesy COVID19. The introduction of passive

systems with Phase Change Material

Another game changer now is

of different temperatures have been

the introduction of the

the talk of the town in this space,

integrated temperature

with many new players coming in the

logger in the transportation

market now and introducing their

packages not only with small

technologies.

active packages but also with
passive systems of different

While we had been using different

sizes. Separate temperature

passive and active systems for the

loggers have always been

transportation of different products

used but the use of integrated

with different temperature ranges,

loggers with Real time

there are packaging systems coming

Monitoring(RTMD) with GPS

up which can maintain different

enabled technology is now a

temperatures using the same outer

way forward.

boxes, just with the change of inner
refrigerant. While not many “small”

Opinions expressed in this

active systems are available in the

article are solely my own and

market but its not that there is no

do not express the views or

availability at all, but of course

opinions of my employer.

getting them to maintain different
temperature ranges is still a
challenge.
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CEVA manage for Diageo’s range of
products including temperaturecontrolled section through out the
Phillippines

Carrier’s Refrigeration business experienced
strong momentum across its services in 2021

Feb 2022 Singapore CEVA Logistics
has further cemented its role as a
leading player in the Southeast Asia
wine and spirits sector after winning a
three year contract with Diageo to
handle warehousing and value added
services in the Philippines Diageo is one
of the world s largest alcoholic beverage
producers and the new deal builds on
an existing relationship between the
companies over the last two years with
CEVA responsible for handling Diageo s
air and ocean import brokerage
requirements The contract further
positions CEVA Logistics as the only 3PL
serving the Top 3 global wine and spirits
companies with transport and
warehousing services in the Philippines
Diageo to benefit from new build
warehouse in Manila Philippines
Under the terms of the contract Diageo
will become one of the first clients at the
soon to be completed CEVA Logistics
Ruhale Taguig warehouse in southeast
Manila CEVA will manage full
distribution center operations for
Diageo s range of products including a
temperature controlled section for
domestic distribution throughout the
Philippines
.
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Jan 2022 Carrier s Refrigeration business experienced
strong momentum across its services aftermarket and
connected solutions portfolio in 2021 The year was
marked by several product launches and key wins
allowing Carrier to expand its digital monitoring and
service offerings globally Carrier Refrigeration is a part of
Carrier Global Corporation the leading global provider of
healthy safe sustainable and intelligent building and
cold chain solutions We have been purposefully
growing our aftermarket and connected cold chain
offerings guided by a focus on understanding customer
needs and delivering results said Bhasker Kaushal Vice
President of Strategy and Services Carrier Refrigeration
We are very pleased with the strong customer adoption
and recognition of our BluEdge service platform
contract wins with Scotts RL the largest refrigerated fleet
in Australia and Lynx subscriptions win with SeaCube
one of the largest ocean container leasing companies
are great examples of the trust our customers are placing
in our services Carrier launched its Lynx Fleet digital
platform in 2021 to intelligently monitor connected
refrigeration systems from anywhere in the world
providing vital information through a centralized data
stream and improved visibility for asset owners
producers drivers fleet managers and retailers on the
products being transported and the delivery modes
transporting them
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STEF Group and Nagel Group
announce the completion of the
acquisition of Langdon Group Ltd. in
UK

B Medical Systems appoint Marnick
Dewilde as Chief Sales Officer

Jan 2022
Luxembourg B
Medical Systems
a global
manufacturer of
medical cold
chain products has announced the appointment of
Mr Marnick Dewilde as the Chief Sales Officer for its
Medical Refrigeration and Blood Management
Solutions portfolios The appointment of Mr Dewilde
Jan 2022 Following the approval by the
is in line with the company s growth strategy
competition authorities STEF Group and
involving an increased focus on the Medical
Nagel Group announce they have finalized
Refrigeration side of the business In his new role Mr
their agreement for the acquisition of
Dewilde will be responsible for developing the global
Langdon Group Ltd by STEF Group on 31
sales strategy for the Medical Refrigeration and the
December 2021
Blood Management Solutions portfolios He will also
be responsible for establishing direct sales channels
Specialized in temperature controlled
transport nationwide Langdon Group is also a and nurturing the existing sales network
Mr. Dewilde brings in over 30 years of professional
vital player in imports and exports of chilled
experience in sales, business operations, and
and frozen food between the UK and
commercial excellence. Prior to joining B Medical
continental Europe Its 1 400 employees and
Systems, Mr. Dewilde was the Chief Commercial
its eight sites provide excellent geographic
Officer of the Luxembourg-based company
coverage and enable it to deliver to 20 000
Molecular Plasma Group. Before that, he has been
locations throughout Great Britain The
company handles close to 2 7m pallets a year with DuPont Luxembourg for over 22 years, holding
several senior positions including Global Growth
on behalf of its 2 000 customers and
Enablement and Digital Transformation Leader,
recorded a 147m turnover in 2020 The
Global Commercial Excellence Leader, Director
acquisition of Langdon Group represents an
Global Accounts, etc.
important step in STEF Group s network
“I am thrilled about this opportunity. B Medical
development strategy and an 8th country of
Systems’ products are known for their reliability and
operation in Europe It also allows Nagel
efficiency. Expanding the business to new regions
Group to progress in its strategy of
and launching new sales channels is going to be a
concentrating its resources on its European
activities while maintaining a strong partner very exciting task and I look forward to it”- says Mr.
Marnick Dewilde, Chief Sales Officer of B Medical
in the UK
.
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Insulated Panel

CHOOSE INSULATED PANEL
MATERIALS FOR COLD STORE

T

he COVID-19 pandemic shifted consumer

packaged foods is leading to significant growth

spending habits so much, e-commerce business

in this sector, which is increasingly relying on

jumped 32% that year alone, accelerating

sustainable cold chain network.

economic growth by nearly two years.
India is one of the largest producers of
A similar trend is happening in the food-

agricultural produce and has abundant supply

storage warehouse sector; according to

base of different produce.

Emergen Research, the cold-storage

Cold Store increases the shelf life of produce

construction market is expected to grow to

and facilitates the constant supply of the fruits

more than $18 billion in 2027, more than

and foods in the market. During the season the

double its $7 billion size in 2019. That demand

fruits and vegetable are easily available and so

is being driven by consumers turning to online

their prices are minimal. When fruits and

grocery shopping, another trend driven by the

vegetables are stored in cold storages they can

pandemic.

be sold when the fruits and vegetables season is

Cold chain is a necessity for not just for the

gone and as per marketing rules its prices have

agricultural produce but also for horticulture,

gone up and cold storage vendors maximize

floriculture, dairy, confectionary,

their profit. It is need of the hour to timely

pharmaceuticals, industrial chemicals, poultry

process and storage fruits and vegetable in the

and meat processing. The Indian market is on

agriculture sector. According to the research, it

the cusp of a revolutionary change with the

has proved that Indian cold storage industry is

expansion of middle class and affluence coming

making a constant growth, at the annual

into the middle classes. The increase in demand

growth rate of 25.8 %.

for fresh produce, meat and perishable
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Insulated Panel
Insulated metal panels for cold

but these panels are not suitable for

store: –

thermal insulation of

Insulated metal panels are the ideal

refrigerating and freezing chambers

choice for distribution, logistics and

due to their high moisture

cold store building envelopes. They

absorption. This leads to a rapid loss

fast-track the construction process

of the thermal insulation properties

by eliminating multi-component wall

of the material because of moisture

systems and reducing the number of

impregnation. In addition, the

trades necessary for installation.

thermal insulation characteristics of

They address the need for thermal

mineral wool are significantly

protection, provide barriers for air

inferior to polyurethane foam.

and vapor and moisture, and do it all

When you choose the insulated

in one product. The speed of build is

panel material for the cold stores, it

critical to keep up with demand.

is important to understand the K, R

Payounidhi Tamotia,
President Sales & Marketing,
Kingspan Jindal Pvt. Ltd.

&U value
Most of the sandwich panels on the
market are insulated with

K-factor represents the thermal

polyurethane foam (abbreviated as

conductivity of a material,

polyurethane foam or PUR) and

measuring its ability to conduct

metal sheathing on both sides. Also,

the heat. The lower the K-value,

recently, polyisocyanurate foam

the better the product is at

(PIR) has become widespread. It has

insulating the envelope.

thermal insulation characteristics

R-value measures a product’s

similar to polyurethane foam, but at

thermal resistance to heat flow

the same time a higher degree of fire

through a single material, like a

resistance, as a rule, EI30. It is

single metal panel. Because R-

possible to build fireproof partitions

value measures resistance to

from PIR panels.

heat flow, the higher the R-value,

Selection of panel thickness.

the better the material is at

Comparison of panels from

insulating the building.

different manufacturers.

U-factor measures a product’s
thermal transmittance of heat

"The Indian market is
on the cusp of a
revolutionary change
with the expansion of
middle class and
affluence coming into
the middle classes.
The increase in
demand for fresh
produce, meat and
perishable packaged
foods is leading to
significant growth in
this sector, which is
increasingly relying
on sustainable cold
chain network.."

Some manufacturers offer panels

flow through a building envelope

with expanded polystyrene

assembly, like an IMP system.

insulation (EPS), which is also

Because U-value measures the

temperature extremes. Our

acceptable for thermal insulation of

transmittance of heat, the lower

insulated panel systems can be

cold rooms, but since the thermal

the U-value, the better the total

applied to atmospheric

conductivity of the foam is about

system is at insulating the

controlled environments where

1.5-2 times higher, then the panel

building.

hygienic control is of the utmost
importance. The use of Kingspan

thickness must be selected at least
20-30% more than for polyurethane

Kingspan Jindal solutions include

cold storage wall panels, cold

foam sandwiches -panels. Please

insulated metal cold storage roof

storage roof panels, and Doors

note that mineral wool sandwich

and wall panel systems and Insulated

are designed to fit the needs of

panels are also widely used in

Doors. The diverse product line

any thermally controlled building

construction,

offers a highly efficient perimeter for

envelope.
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Food Supply Chain

Solutions For Future US Food Supply
Chain Disruptions

"The frequency and level of disruption by natural disasters and
pandemics are surprisingly consistent and increasing over
time. Various stakeholders in the food supply chain will make
changes and develop contingency plans, which may help, but
none will solve the problem. Outside of animal slaughter, due
to its complexity, the Break Bulk Freezer Facilities (BBFFs) are
the single most effective solution to these inevitable
disruptions and will help farmers succeed, eliminate food
waste and feed the people.."
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"
"Aside from the warehousing of food at the consumer level, the same amount of food
is being consumed which will likely continue and result in more food in the system
overall. This trend, combined with anticipated strategic governmental reserves (to
date the USDA has only focused on canned and other “dry” products) and greater
support for “food as medicine” by the institutions has led us to an overarching
solution to any future disruptions in the US food supply chain..”

T

he Coronavirus pandemic has disrupted
the US food supply chain in a manner
that the US has never seen before. With
consumers turning away from
restaurants and heading to grocery
stores and food banks, the result has
been empty shelves and tremendous
food waste as the country’s supply chain
was unable to pivot from bulk product
offerings intended for restaurants to
smaller individually packaged products.
The infographic above demonstrates this
dynamic and illustrates the failings of the
current supply chain structure.
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Inability to Pivol Equals Food Waste
Food service companies (aka companies
servicing restaurants) were able to stop
orders from farms, however, the
country’s inability to pivot handling bulk
product has caused waste of all product
types at the farm level. Products that
could not be preserved by freezing or
other methods, such as milk and eggs
have been particularly impacted. This is
happening at a time when
underprivileged consumers are having a
more difficult time putting food on the
table as evidenced by a 70% increase in
volume at food banks according to Feed
America.

www.ColdChainManagement.org

Food Supply Chain

Aside from the warehousing
of food at the consumer level,
the same amount of food is
being consumed which will
likely continue and result in
more food in the system
overall. This trend, combined
with anticipated strategic
governmental reserves (to
date the USDA has only
focused on canned and other
“dry” products) and greater
support for “food as
medicine” by the institutions
has led us to an overarching
solution to any future
disruptions in the US food
supply chain.
“The Program will ensure
farmers have a place to sell
their products in the event of
a supply chain disruption, in
addition to housing strategic
inventories of “fresh frozen”
product and providing critical
infrastructure to the nations
food banks”
Our Solution:
Strategic Break Bulk Freezer
Facilities Our proposed
solution is based on the
available supply of
refrigerated buildings (none)
and the size and location of
population centers, farms,
food processors and public
refrigerated warehouses
(PRW’s). Provender’s
proprietary model has
determined the location &
size of a series of Break Bulk
Freezer Facilities (“BBFF”s),
which will house strategic
inventories, service food
banks, and act as the pivot
during the next disruption

where products arrive in bulk
and can be broken down
individually for distribution to
grocers and food banks
eliminating any food waste and
support our great farmers. The
size and composition of the
BBFFs is being determined by
economies of scale, raw
materials geographically
present, i.e. dairy, produce,
proteins, etc. and our exclusive
knowledge of the food
distribution and processing
supply chains.
The Opportunity
Given the cost of the pandemic
and the recent $19B payout to
the USDA who doled out $16B
directly to farmers, it would
stand to reason that the
federal government would
entertain a solution such as
the one we’ve outlined above –
there is NO solution outside of
additional facilities. Further, we
are proposing that we
construct these facilities on
behalf of the USDA and that
they become the tenant on a
long-term basis thereby
reducing the upfront costs of
the solution, which we
estimate totaling over $1.5
billion. Provender is uniquely
positioned to execute on this
with its proprietary
information, management
systems and industry
relationships.
THE US FOOD SUPPLY CHAIN
– WHAT HAPPENED?
The frequency and level of
disruption by natural disasters
and pandemics are surprisingly
consistent and increasing over

27 | ColdChainManagement April-June 2022

Neil Johnson, Founder & CEO,
Provender Partners

"The frequency and
level of disruption
by natural disasters
and pandemics are
surprisingly
consistent and
increasing over
time. Various
stakeholders in the
food supply chain
will make changes
and develop
contingency plans,
which may help, but
none will solve the
problem..”
time. Various
stakeholders in the food
supply chain will make
changes and develop
contingency plans, which
may help, but none will
solve the problem.
Outside of animal
slaughter, due to its
complexity, the BBFFs are
the single most effective
solution to these
inevitable disruptions and
will help farmers succeed,
eliminate food waste and
feed the people.
www.ColdChainManagement.org

Automation

BROAD APPROACHES TO AUTOMATION INTEGRATION INTO COLD CHAIN

N

Automation is Not One Size Fits All–

ot all automated warehouses are
built the same. Understanding your
customers’ needs and
organizational outcomes are
essential to adding the right
amount and types of automation to
your facility. Fundamentally, there
are three broad approaches to
automation as it applies to
integration into the cold chain.
The fully automated warehouse.
The fully automated warehouse is a
facility run by large scale, fully
integrated robotic systems,
outfitted with numerous cranes and
rows of conveyors for inbound
receiving and pallet building. While
there will always be a supervisory
human component in any facility,
95% of fully automated
warehousing is no-touch.
Lineage Automation in Action:
Bergen op Zoom
With a throughput of 5,500 inbound
and outbound pallets per day and a
maximum storage capacity of
180,000 pallets, their Bergen op
Zoom, Netherlands, facility provides
a glimpse into the future of cold
chain automation.

As automated processes scale and
can build from other processes,
Bergen op Zoom will one day be able
to increase the overall storage
capability to 280,000 pallet positions.
Dedicated buildings such as the
Bergen op Zoom facility can apply
customized automation,
specifications, designs and
workflows based on a customer’s
specific needs. The design
specifications of a dedicated facility
are a much less speculative exercise.
A mixed-mode approach.
Not all organizations can afford to
invest in building new, fully
automated structures. Retrofitting
existing buildings with different
modes of automation offers many of
the same benefits at a lower cost.
Mixed-mode automation is a
combination of human-dependent
tasks with an automated
component. Mixed mode can help
warehouses struggling with labor
and throughput issues by
automating processes without
disrupting overall operations.

The Bergen op Zoom facility came
into being as a result of their
relationship with a European
commodity producer. They achieve
such incredible throughput with
approximately 100 team members,
including one process controller.
Acting essentially as a warehouse
air traffic controller, the process
controller is responsible for
ensuring that the thousands of
pallet positions on the expansive
system of conveyors throughout
the warehouse are synchronized
properly. When a disruption occurs,
it’s the process controller’s job to
ensure that there’s no delay for the
customer.
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Successfully designing mixed-mode
automation requires looking at
every task and every workflow as a
programmable function. Regardless
of the human or automated
component, workflows can be
mapped out and synthesized
through this process. The right
software can determine functions
that are greatest served by
converting to an automated
process.
Lineage Automation in Action:
Allentown, Pennsylvania
As a testing ground for mixed
mode, Lineage decided to
reengineer a section of their
Allentown, Pennsylvania facility. As
a large regional distribution center
for several customers, Allentown
moves approximately 200 trucks of
product in and out daily,
encompassing nearly 4 million
pounds per day.
In addition to the impact of labor
shortages felt across the industry,
customers have added more
choices/SKUs to their offerings, and,
in turn, consumers have become
more specific in their orders. This
growth in order variability has
significantly increased the amount
of case picking or partial pallets
needed to fulfill orders.

perform; so, before implementing
any automated process, we need to
understand the workflow and
limitations.
Choosing the best approach.
Automation is a service that will
ultimately change the future of the
cold chain. Among the numerous
beneficial aspects of automation is
the amount of flexibility it allows on
our warehouse floor.
While individual aspects of
automated systems are designed to
do one specific task, the concept of
automation allows for countless
combinations of individual tasks to
enable large-scale applications.

The best way to implement
automation across the global cold
chain environment is to consider
the basic fundamental differences
of each level and how it will affect
efficiency and operations.

Selectively adding to existing
processes.
Automation levels (i.e., the amount
of automation in a warehouse) are
set based on the tasks that need to
be done. Those tasks are dictated
by the customers being served, so
automation designs need to be
built to anticipate customers,
market needs and supply chain
movements.
Any automated application
ultimately reduces workflow.
Traditionally, more work simply
meant more labor, but with
automation, there’s a ceiling. There
are only so many moves per hour
that a given set of hardware can
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Success Story

Danfoss India and CII-GBC develops a blueprint to support India’s
decarbonization goals
Danfoss Industries Pvt Ltd., a leader in
energy efficient technologies in its
efforts to support India’s roadmap to
decarbonization, in association with CIIGodrej Green Building Council launched
a report on “Decarbonization of Indian
Industrial Sector” at MMA Annual
Conference 2022, Chennai. The report
shares a snapshot of how the Indian
industrial ecosystem currently operates

decarbonization but has

with respect to carbon emissions. The

Hence, Energy Efficiency

made significant strides in

report provides key insights on the

adoption will play a huge

the right direction. With a

methods to reduce carbon emissions,

role in India’s

lofty goal of achieving net

with special focus on key industries

Decarbonization journey,

zero by 2070, India and the

such as paper, cement, steel, textiles

contributing nearly 40% of

industrial sector would need

and chemicals. These pathways if

the overall industrial

to employ these

implemented can help drastically

emission reduction.

pathbreaking techniques to

reduce emissions helping India meet its

help further mitigate

sustainability goals.

At the COP26 summit, India

greenhouse gas emissions.

was one of the many

The report also indicates
Ravichandran Purushothaman,

countries which supported

that just by voluntary action

President – Danfoss India Region said

the move towards clean

by industrial players can

“As a sustainable organization serving

technologies and building a

reduce greenhouse gas

the world’s energy efficiency needs for

blueprint for industries and

emissions by close to 5.6%

decades now, we at Danfoss, deeply

the nation to help achieve

underlining the importance

resonate with India’s strong

larger Climate goals. In light

of these guidelines.

of making the country’s

commitment towards decarbonization

Carbon neutrality

and sustainability. A holistic approach

Findings of the report

among all organizations in the Indian

commitment come true,

indicate that through

manufacturing sector to solve the

Danfoss with CII – Godrej

current available

global problem of climate change is the

GBC looked at some of the

technologies and energy

need of the hour. We thank CII GBC for

best possible techniques to

efficiency measures,

this timely report which showcases the

reduce emission through

Industries can double the

importance of Decarbonization as the

low carbon levers.

reduction of CO2 emissions

main path to India’s sustainability and

from current levels in the

Energy efficiency being the first fuel for

next 15 to 20 years. Newer

us in in this journey. Together, let us

technologies such as CCUS,

ensure a green and sustainable

H2 will find larger offtake

tomorrow for India.” India has not only

after 2035 onwards within

made a strong commitment towards

industries.
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Event Calendar
Food Logistics India
14-16 September, 2022
Bombay Exhibition Center,
Mumbai, India
India Warehousing Show
19-21 August, 2022
Pragati Maidan,
New Delhi, India
Chillventa
11-13 October, 2022

Asia Cold Chain Show

Nuremberg

25-27 July, 2022
BITEC, Bangkok

AHR Expo
6-8 Feb., 2023

Asia Warehousing Show

Atlanta

25-27 July, 2022
BITEC, Bangkok

Cold Chain Poland
5-7 April 2022

7th IIR Conference on Sustainability

Warsaw

and the Cold CHAIN
11-13 April, 2022

Indonesia Cold Chain Expo

United Kingdom

18-21 May 2022
JIEXPO Kemayoran

India Warehousing & Logistics Show

Jakarta, Indonesia

1-3 December, 2022
Bombay Exhibition Centre,

Temperature Control and Logistics

Mumbai, India

7-9 June 2022
Crowne Plaza Dusseldorf-Neuss
Germany
ICCE Asia 2022
1-4 November 2022
China
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TRANSFORMING COLD CHAIN

Transforming Cold Chain Distribution in
Developing Countries

Authored by: Henry Moran, & Angus Barrett, Tower Cold Chain

"As pharmaceutical supply chains become far more
complex and truly global in nature, the management of risk
becomes far more critical. Choosing the right robust,
reliable, reusable packaging is therefore a vital factor to
consider when building a secure and compliant supply
chain. The baseline requirement for pharmaceutical logistics
is that products should arrive on time, undamaged and
with no temperature excursions. With the added challenges
when delivering pharmaceuticals in developing countries, it
is essential that pharmaceutical manufacturers partner
with a reliable cold storage provider to transport
temperature-sensitive products, ensuring product integrity
regardless of transport type or environment.."
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I

n an edited extract from its latest white paper,
Passive vs. Active Systems in a globally disrupted
age, Tower Cold Chain explores the challenges
involved in the transportation of pharmaceuticals
into developing nations. As pharmaceutical supply
chains become far more complex and truly global
in nature, the management of risk becomes far
more critical. Choosing the right robust, reliable,
reusable packaging is therefore a vital factor to
consider when building a secure and compliant
supply chain.
The baseline requirement for pharmaceutical
logistics is that products should arrive on time,
undamaged and with no temperature excursions.

The challenge for the pharmaceutical logistics

With the added challenges when delivering

industry here is to further broaden these

pharmaceuticals in developing countries, it is

corridors globally into, say, parts of Africa

essential that pharmaceutical manufacturers

where the ascendency of perishables in

partner with a reliable cold storage provider to

national imports and exports means that cold

transport temperature-sensitive products, ensuring

chain infrastructures have a more limited

product integrity regardless of transport type or

portfolio. Roger Chew of SFS Pharma Logistics

environment. The increasingly complicated

and a leading figure in the Asian

requirements put in place to ensure product

pharmaceutical logistics sector, expressed

integrity is maintained throughout the entire

similar cautionary words given the still gradual

supply chain, has led to the development of

transferral of cold chain ‘know-how’ in the East.

strategic hubs and ‘pharma corridors’, in which

Regardless of geography, the environmental

groups of GDP compliant companies work

conditions of the shipped product need to be

together to offer customers assurance that their

managed to prevent any excursion during

product will be handled with compliance and

transportation. This is accomplished using

consistency from start to finish. However, the

active, hybrid, or passive thermal packaging,

pandemic and vaccine rollout has called to

which has been qualified from origin to

attention this defined ‘start to finish’ process.

destination – for the time and temperature of

Multiple exposés of the vast quantities of unused

the specific shipping lane. Details of the

vaccines in western countries point towards a need

temperature monitoring should be justified

to re-evaluate the logistical ease and efficiency

using the proper loggers and/or qualification

with which vaccines can be redirected to less

data. Realtime data loggers should be

vaccinated populations. Mike Meakin, Vice

considered – which could allow for real time

President of Global Quality Regulatory &

corrections over the entire shipment process.

Compliance at DHL Supply Chain, highlights the

The COVID pandemic highlighted the

need for the industry to collaborate in order to

importance of the pharmaceutical supply

react to this necessary ‘surplus transportation’,

chain. Perhaps up until this point, how

both in the current COVID-19 vaccine climate and

medicines for human use were delivered to

beyond.

patients was relatively unknown.
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pharmaceutical supply
Certainly, within the logistics

highlighted by Mike Meakin,

chain have the same

industry, not only was working

DHL Supply Chain, at the

opinion. When deliveries

remotely a significant challenge

recent Tower roundtable

need to be made to remote

but also the lack of freight capacity

discussion.

locations where

compounded a very difficult

infrastructure is not

situation.

Temperature Controlled

available to support a

The pandemic has highlighted the

Packaging is used to reduce

compliant supply chain, the

challenge to get medicines

the risk of temperature

use of a passive packaging

delivered to both developed

deviations and excursions in

system wins out. Certainly,

and developing countries in a

the supply chain. Packaging is

within the freight

secure and efficient way. Despite

typically used to provide

forwarding and specialist

the challenge, many opportunities

control to an uncontrolled

courier market, the use of a

have arisen and none more so that

process. The challenges faced

passive packaging system

in the Temperature Controlled

by the pharmaceutical supply

provides greater reliability

Packaging sector. Several factors

chain in delivering products in

and performance. It is very

influence the choice of packaging

a controlled way can be

much the responsibility of

solution: risk, cost, mode etc., but

further compounded when

all stakeholders in the

perhaps one of the most important

delivering products to remote

pharmaceutical cold chain

influences is location and route.

locations. Sanofi’s distribution

to ensure patient safety. In a

According to Maik Slijpen, Value

specialists Jeff Beck and Lisa

supply chain increasingly

Stream Management at Janssen

Barbieri at believe that a

global in nature, we must

Pharmaceuticals, “Destination is a

passive packaging solution

make the right decisions to

critical decision factor in

may well be the only option.

ensure product quality,

concerning packaging. Packaging

“Some developing countries

safety, efficacy, and

solutions can be different

are already there, as they

integrity. With demand for

depending on the destination

cannot accommodate active

advanced pharmaceuticals

country.” Don Riach, from Biocair,

solutions, or, due to plane size,

in middle to low-income

echoes the opinion of Janssen

they cannot accommodate

countries set to increase,

Pharmaceuticals and emphasises

active solutions. For sure,

logistics providers must

that “it is not only the destination of

especially when we consider

ensure they are operating

the shipment but also the airline’s

how fast technology is moving

lean supply chains, with

capabilities to that destination that

forward (i.e. drone delivery).”

extended capabilities to

influence the choice.” With the

Maik Slijpen from Janssen

transport products quickly

demand for medicines increasing

Pharmaceuticals shares the

and effectively in all four

globally, particularly from

same opinion. “Definitely

corners of the globe.

developing countries, the reliability

passive. Passive containers do

Tower Cold Chain

and availability of temperature-

the job, it works. They are

collaborated with industry

controlled packaging solutions is a

much easier to handle at

experts from the airline,

very important consideration. There

distribution centres.”

pharmaceutical and logistic

can be significant global variations

Interestingly, many of the

sectors to discuss the

in the type and availability of

other key players in the

changing face of the

airport infrastructure, as
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